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ICE SECTION 

  A remarkable year 2012 => Tough year for us! 
  Personnel 
  Main highlight of the year (as we know already that it will be very difficult in 

the future to do better) 
  2nd (good) highlight 
  Other highlights 
  2 workshops organized: BB2013 and SC2103. Another one on impedance in 

preparation for Spring 2014 
  Others 
  What next? 

In very close 
collaboration (as usual) 

with LIS and LCU 
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  Doctor honoris causa talk 
from our DG (Lund University, 
Sweden, 31/05/2013)  

=> We can all be very proud of the CERN results in 2012 (with 
the discovery of the Higgs-like boson on July, 4th)! 
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   People who joined us 
  Benoit Salvant (LD, 01/10/2012) => As foreseen and announced the last time  
  Kevin Li (LD, 01/02/2013) => As foreseen and announced the last time 
  Carlo Zannini (Fellow, started on 07/01/2013) 

  Daria Astapovych (oPAC fellow, 01/02/2013) 
  Danilo Banfi (EPFL fellow, 01/11/2012) 
  Javier Barranco (EPFL fellow, 01/04/2013) 
  Adrian Oeftiger (PHD, 01/06/2013) 
  Sergio Rioja Fuentelsaz (Technical student, from 01/10/2012 to 30/09/2013) 

  Andrea Passarelli (Technical student, from 01/06/2013 to 31/05/2014) 
  Simon White (Toohig fellow from BNL who helped us a lot in 2012 => ~ End of 2013) 
  Mauro Migliorati (SASS, 2 × 6 months => 31/07/2013)… but + 1 year approved 
  Uwe Niedermayer (HL-LHC collaborator from TUD => From 07/04/13 to 05/05/2013) 
  Andrea Mostacci (HL-LHC collaborator from La Sapienza => From 10/06/13 to 05/07/2013) 

  Joseph Kuczerowksi (IC from PS-OP, during LS1) 

  People who left us (or will leave us very soon)  
  Hugo Day (end of PHD on 31/01/2013) => Now COFOUND fellow with Mike Barnes 
  Jean-Luc Nougaret (IC, 31/05/2013) 
  Alexey Burov (LARP LTV, after 25 months => 30/06/2013) 

  Vittorio Vaccaro (SASS, after 2 × 6 months => 25/06/2012) 
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Xavier decided to make a big 
snowboard jump for his 

birthday… congratulations… 

  Tough year! 

  24-01-2013: Birthday of Xavier 

Buffat and Simon White 
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Xavier  

(after the big 

jump…) 

Xavier’s big jump… 

Xavier’s trace… 

=> Will be really very tough to do better in the future… 

Revenge soon… 
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  Peak luminosity record: 77% of design luminosity with 
  57% of design energy 
  ½ number of bunches 

  Bunch brightness : ~ (1.6 / 1.15) × (3.75 / 2.2) ~ 2.4 times larger than 
nominal 
  ~ 1.6 1011 p/b => 39% more particles than nominal 
  ~ 2.2 µm => 70% smaller transverse emittance (and there was 

blow-up in the LHC… => Many thanks to the LHCIs!) 

  Tough year for us because the LHC beam was always at the limit of 
stability and the beam heated a lot of equipment (~ 10 cm rms 
bunch length instead of nominal 7.5) => But overall, excellent 
results! 
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  1 instability remained at the end of the year at the end of the 
squeeze => Why? Still to be understood… 

Many meas. with 
Xavier Buffat et 
al. 

=> Internal review in September (25-26) of the LHC Performance 
Limitations during Run I (from collective effects)  

Tatiana Pieloni 

Nicolas Mounet 

Very reproducible  

=> At the end of the squeeze (!* 
= 0.6 m), after ~ 16 min from the 

start of the squeeze 

Mostly B1V 
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  NHTVS code developed by 
Alexey Burov => ADT helps for 
HT and very much for TMCI 
(LHC) 
- Proposition to use circular 
modes and flat optics in future 

  Interplay between impedance 
and BB developed by  

 Simon White et al. 

Same as SB 

Q’ 

damper 
gain 
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  DELPHI code developed by Nicolas 
Mounet => ADT does not help for 
LEP TMCI (Qs much bigger in LEP 
than LHC?) 

  PYSSD code developed by Xavier 
Buffat 
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  Many beam-induced RF 
heating issues => Benoit 
Salvant’s table for the LHC 
but there are also many 
impedance studies in the 
LHCIs (Serena Persichelli, 
Mauro Migliorati et al.)  

  
  

  

 => Great success for the 
L H C M K I s t u d i e s a n d 
exchange: Hugo Day’s PHD 
study 

Impedance reduction (MKI8-D) 

MKI8 temperatures pre and post TS3 – The temperature of the MKI8d (15 screen conductors 

replaced with 19) decreases drastically. From the warmest magnet to the coolest!  

Simulations study of the 
longitudinal coupled-bunch 

instability in the PS  
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  Many MDs in the LHCIs => LIU Beam Studies review on 28/08/2012 
chaired by Giovanni Rumolo 

Many e-cloud 
studies: Giovanni 

Iadarola et al. 

SPS 
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  Talk at IPAC’13 by Nicolo Biancacci: Beam Coupling Impedance 
Localization Technique Validation and Measurements in the CERN 
machines 

 => PS here: 
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Many talks from 
BB team 

Detailed studies 
of effects of BB 
on luminosity 
=> T. Pieloni et 

al. 
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Many talks from 
SC team 
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  Words of the year: Instabilities, sign of the octupoles, beam-
induced RF heating, very small emittances from the LHCIs, …  

  Beta-beam report in August as expected => Elena Wildner 
  HL-LHC WP2 Task 2.4 and 2.5 – LIU – MDs and MD coordination 

  More about LHC injectors in LIS (injectors) section 
  Teaching activities => W. Herr, G. Rumolo, T. Pieloni, etc. 

  2 prizes for Giovanni Rumolo’s students (ICAP’12 prize for best 
young scientist) 
  Carlo Zannini and Eirini Koukovini Platia => Congratulations! 

  Congratulations also for recent PHD thesis of Carlo Zannini!  
  Good luck to Hugo Day who will soon defend his PHD thesis => 

Now COFUND fellow with Mike Barnes 
  Study of a wide-band feedback for e-cloud instability => Kevin Li 
  Impedance studies and measurements => Olav Berrig and JosephK 
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=> We have now an impedance 
l a b t h a n k s t o J o s e p h 
Kuczerowski and Olav Berrig 
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  Get prepared for the re-start => Both in the LHC and LHCIs 

We were above the (electron) clouds  
until now but we have to prepare ourselves 

well for the restart as the future could  
be cloudier… 
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  Tomorrow => Talk by Alexey 
Burov. Everybody welcome! 

From Alexey’s artistic son 
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  This week-end (22-23/06/2013) 
  Thank our collaborators and celebrate all the successes of the year… 

  Everybody most welcome on Sunday for hiking  
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  Re-organization by expertise 
  Ski 
  Soccer 

  Hiking 
  Tennis, etc. 

  And some other collective effects 

  Need to cover all the machines (with the same effort) 
  LHC 

  LHCIs 

  ELENA and other projects 

  Need a close collaboration between the sections  
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=> Taking all this into account, new section’s name: HSC = Health and 

Social Care  
Also called  

Hadron Synchrotrons Collective effects 

From ICE From LIS 

Proposition for the name  
of the baby: LICE… but it is 

maybe not that good…  

  Nice example with the 
recent wedding (08/06/13) of 
Carlo Zannini and Tatiana 
Rijoff => Congratulations! 

  Note that 2 people from ICE 
a n d L C U a r e a l r e a d y 
married 
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    The Hadron Synchrotron Collective effects (HSC) section provides expertise in the field of 
impedance computation and optimization, and multi-particle (collective) effects. The section 

- Is responsible for the studies of the collective effects limiting the performance of the CERN 
accelerators, including beam coupling impedance, space charge, beam-beam and electron cloud 
- Is responsible, develops and maintains software tools to study the multi-particle beam 
dynamics 
- Carries out theoretical, simulation and experimental research in the dynamics of high-intensity 
and/or high-brightness particle beams 
- Defines parameters, strategies and measurement procedures for initial beam commissioning 
and routine operation of the CERN accelerators (in collaboration with other sections and groups) 
- Provides coordination and support during both commissioning and routine operation of the 
CERN circular accelerators 
- Hosts the co-ordination of the machine studies of LHC injectors’ complex 
- Hosts the co-ordination of the ELENA project 

- Hosts the co-ordination of the studies for a radiobiological facility based on LEIR (BIO-LEIR) 
- Contributes to the study effort for the upgrade of both the LHC and its injector 

- Contributes to R&D activities for CLIC and other future (lepton) projects 
- Provides expertise for educational and outreach activities 


